This paper investigates the spectrum sharing problem in vehicular networks based on multi-agent reinforcement learning, where multiple vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) links reuse the frequency spectrum preoccupied by vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) links. Fast channel variations in high mobility vehicular environments preclude the possibility of collecting accurate instantaneous channel state information at the base station for centralized resource management. In response, we model the resource sharing as a multi-agent reinforcement learning problem, which is then solved using a fingerprint-based deep Qnetwork method and amenable to a distributed implementation. The V2V links, each acting as an agent, collectively interact with the communication environment, receive distinctive observations yet a common reward, and learn to improve spectrum and power allocation through updating Q-networks using the gained experiences. We demonstrate that with a proper reward design and training mechanism, the multiple V2V agents successfully learn to cooperate in a distributed way to simultaneously improve the sum capacity of V2I links and success probability of payload delivery for V2V links.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular communication, commonly referred to as vehicleto-everything (V2X) communication, is envisioned to transform connected vehicles and intelligent transportation services in various aspects, such as road safety, traffic efficiency, and ubiquitous Internet access [1] , [2] . More recently, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has been looking to support V2X services in long-term evolution (LTE) and future 5G cellular networks [3] , [4] , [5] . Cross-industry consortium, such as the 5G automotive association (5GAA), has been founded by telecommunication and automotive industries to push development, testing, and deployment of cellular V2X technologies.
A. Problem Statement and Motivation
This paper considers spectrum access design in vehicular networks, which in general comprise both vehicle-toinfrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) connectivity. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the V2I links connect each vehicle to the base station (BS) or BS-type road side unit (RSU) while V2V links provide direct communications among neighboring vehicles. We focus on the cellular based V2X architecture discussed within the 3GPP [3] , where V2I and V2V connections are supported through cellular (Uu) and sidelink (PC5) radio interfaces, respectively. A wide array of new use cases and requirements have been proposed and analyzed for 5G V2X enhancements in Release 15 [4] , [5] . For example, the 5G cellular V2X networks are required to provide simultaneous support for mobile high data rate entertainment and advanced driving in 5G cellular V2X networks. The entertainment applications require high bandwidth V2I connection to the BS (and further the Internet) for, e.g., video streaming. Meanwhile, the advanced driving service needs to periodically disseminate safety messages among neighboring vehicles (e.g., 10, 20, 50 packets per second depending on vehicle mobility [5] ) through V2V communications, with high reliability. The safety messages usually include such information as vehicle position, speed, heading, etc. to increase "co-operative awareness" of the local driving environment for all vehicles.
This work is based on Mode 4 defined in the 3GPP cellular V2X architecture, where the vehicles have a pool of radio resources that they can autonomously select from for V2V communications [5] . To fully use available resources, we propose that such sidelink V2V connections share spectrum with Uu (V2I) links with necessary interference management design. We make some simplification on the V2I communications in that they have preoccupied the spectrum in an orthogonal way with fixed transmission power. Hence, the resource optimization is left for the design of V2V connections that need to devise effective strategies of spectrum sharing with V2I links, including the selection of spectrum sub-band and proper control of transmission power, to meet the diverse service requirements of both V2I and V2V links. Such an architecture provides more opportunities for the coexistence of V2I and V2V connections on limited frequency spectrum, but also complicates interference design in the network and hence motivates this work.
While there exists a rich body of literature applying conventional optimization methods to solve similarly formulated V2X resource allocation problems, they actually find difficulty to fully address them in several aspects. On one hand, fast changing channel conditions in vehicular environments causes substantial uncertainty for resource allocation, e.g., in terms of performance loss induced by inaccuracy of acquired channel state information (CSI). On the other hand, increasingly diverse service requirements are being brought up to support new V2X applications, such as simultaneously maximizing throughput and reliability for a mix of V2X traffic, as discussed earlier in the motivational example. Such requirements are sometimes hard to be modeled in a mathematically exact way, not to mention a systematic approach to find optimal solutions. Fortunately, reinforcement learning (RL) has been shown effective in addressing decision making under uncertainty [6] . In particular, recent success of deep RL in humanlevel video game play [7] and AlphaGo [8] has sparked a flurry of interest in applying RL techniques to solve problems from a wide variety of areas and remarkable progress has been made ever since [9] , [10] , [11] . It provides a robust and principled way to treat environment dynamics and perform sequential decision making under uncertainty, thus representing a promising method to handle the unique and challenging V2X dynamics. In addition, the hard-to-optimize objective issues can also be nicely addressed in a RL framework through designing training rewards such that they correlate with the final objective. The learning algorithm can then figure out a clever strategy to approach the ultimate goal by itself. Another potential advantage of using RL for resource allocation is that distributed algorithms are made possible, as demonstrated in [12] , which treats each V2V link as an agent that learns to refine its resource sharing strategy through interacting with the unknown vehicular environment. As a result, we investigate the use of multi-agent RL tools to solve the V2X spectrum access problem in this work.
B. Related Work
To address the challenges caused by fleeting channel conditions in vehicular environments, a heuristic spatial spectrum reuse scheme has been developed in [13] for device-to-device (D2D) based vehicular networks, relieving requirements on full CSI. In [14] , V2X resource allocation, which maximizes throughput of V2I links, adapts to slowly-varying large-scale channel fading and hence reduces network signaling overhead. Further in [15] , similar strategies have been adopted while spectrum sharing is allowed not only between V2I and V2V links but also among peer V2V links. A proximity and QoSaware resource allocation scheme for V2V communications has been developed in [16] that minimizes the total transmission power of all V2V links while satisfying latency and reliability requirements using a Lyapunov-based stochastic optimization framework. Sum ergodic capacity of V2I links has been maximized with V2V reliability guarantee using large-scale fading channel information in [17] or CSI from periodic feedback in [18] . A novel graph-based approach has been further developed in [19] to deal with a generic V2X resource allocation problem.
Apart from the traditional optimization methods, RL based approaches have been developed in several recent works to address resource allocation in V2X networks [20] , [21] . In [22] , RL algorithms have been applied to address the resource provisioning problem in vehicular clouds such that dynamic resource demands and stringent quality of service requirements of various entities in the clouds are met with minimal overhead. The radio resource management problem for transmission delay minimization in software-defined vehicular networks has been studied in [23] , which is formulated as an infinite-horizon partially observed Markov decision process (MDP) and solved with an online distributed learning algorithm based on an equivalent Bellman equation and stochastic approximation. In [24] , a deep RL based method has been proposed to jointly manage the networking, caching, and computing resources in virtualized vehicular networks with information-centric networking and mobile edge computing capabilities. The developed deep RL based approach efficiently solves the highly complex joint optimization problem and improves total revenues for the virtual network operators. In [25] , the downlink scheduling has been optimized for battery-charged roadside units in vehicular networks using RL methods to maximize the number of fulfilled service requests during a discharge period, where Q learning is employed to obtain the highest long-term returns. The framework has been further extended in [26] , where a deep RL based scheme has been proposed to learn a scheduling policy with high dimensional continuous inputs using end-to-end learning. A distributed user association approach based on RL has been developed in [27] for vehicular networks with heterogeneous BSs. The proposed method leverages the K-armed bandit model to learn initial association for network load balancing and thereafter updates the solution directly using historical association patterns accumulated at each BS. A similar handoff control problem in heterogeneous vehicular networks has been considered in [28] , where a fuzzy Q-learning based approach has been proposed to always connect users to the best network without requirement of prior knowledge on handoff behavior. This work differentiates itself from existing studies in at least two aspects. First, we explicitly model and solve the problem of improving the V2V payload delivery rate, i.e., the success probability of delivering packets of size B within a time budget of T . This directly translates to reliability guarantee for periodic message sharing of V2V links, which is essentially a sequential decision making problem across many time steps within the message generation period. Second, we propose a multi-agent RL based approach in this work to encourage and exploit V2V link cooperation to improve network level performance even when all V2V links make distributed spectrum access decisions based on local information.
C. Contribution
In this paper, we consider the spectrum sharing problem in high mobility vehicular networks, where multiple V2V links attempt to share the frequency spectrum preoccupied by V2I links. To support diverse service requirements in vehicular networks, we design V2V spectrum and power allocation schemes that simultaneously maximize the capacity of V2I links for high bandwidth content delivery and meanwhile improve the payload transmission reliability of V2V links for periodic safety-critical message sharing. The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
• We model the spectrum access of the multiple V2V links as a multi-agent problem and exploit recent progress of multi-agent RL [29] , [30] to develop a distributed spectrum and power allocation algorithm that simultaneously improves performance of both V2I and V2V links. • We provide a direct treatment of reliability guarantee for periodic safety message sharing of V2V links that adjusts V2V spectrum sub-band selection and power control in response to small-scale channel fading within the message generation period. • We show that through a proper reward design and training mechanism, the V2V transmitters can learn from interactions with the communication environment and figure out a clever strategy of working cooperatively with each other in a distributed way to optimize system-level performance based on local information.
D. Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in Section II. We present the proposed multi-agent RL based V2X resource sharing design in Section III. Section IV provides our experimental results and concluding remarks are finally made in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a cellular based vehicular communication network in Fig. 1 with M V2I and K V2V links that provides simultaneous support for mobile high data rate entertainment and reliable periodic safety message sharing for advanced driving service, as discussed in 3GPP Release 15 for cellular V2X enhancement [4] . The V2I links leverage cellular (Uu) interfaces to connect M vehicles to the BS for high data rate services while the K V2V links disseminate periodically generated safety messages via sidelink (PC5) interfaces with localized D2D communications. We assume all transceivers use a single antenna and the set of V2I links and V2V links in the studied vehicular network are denoted by M = {1, · · · , M } and K = {1, · · · , K}, respectively.
We focus on Mode 4 defined in the cellular V2X architecture, where vehicles have a pool of radio resources that they can autonomously select for V2V communications [5] . Such resource pools can overlap with that of the cellular V2I interfaces for better spectrum utilization provided necessary interference management design is in place, which is investigated in this work. We further assume that the M V2I links (uplink considered) have been preassigned orthogonal spectrum sub-bands with fixed transmission power, i.e., the mth V2I link occupies the mth sub-band. As a result, the major challenge is to design an efficient spectrum sharing scheme for V2V links such that both V2I and V2V links achieve their respective goals with minimal signaling overhead given the strong dynamics underlying high mobility vehicular environments.
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is exploited to convert the frequency selective wireless channels into multiple parallel flat channels over different subcarriers. Several consecutive subcarriers are grouped to form a spectrum sub-band and we assume channel fading is approximately the same across one sub-band. During one coherence time period, the channel power gain, g k [m], of the kth V2V link over the mth sub-band (occupied by the mth V2I link) follows
where h k [m] is the frequency dependent small-scale fading power component and assumed to be exponentially distributed with unit mean, and α k captures the large-scale fading effect, including path loss and shadowing, assumed to be frequency independent. The interfering channel from the k ′ th V2V transmitter to the kth V2V receiver over the mth sub-band,
, the interfering channel from the kth V2V transmitter to the BS over the mth sub-band, g k,B
[m], the channel from the mth V2I transmitter to the BS over the mth subband,ĝ m,B [m], and the interfering channel from the mth V2I transmitter to the kth V2V receiver over the mth sub-band, g m,k [m], are similarly defined. The received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs) of the mth V2I link and the kth V2V link over the mth sub-band are expressed as
and
respectively, where P c m and P d k [m] denote transmit powers of the mth V2I transmitter and the kth V2V transmitter over the mth sub-band, respectively, σ 2 is the noise power, and
denotes the interference power. ρ k [m] is the binary spectrum allocation indicator with ρ k [m] = 1 implying the kth V2V link uses the mth sub-band and ρ k [m] = 0 otherwise. We assume each V2V link only accesses one sub-band, i.e.,
Capacities of the mth V2I link and the kth V2V link over the mth sub-band are then obtained as
where W is the bandwidth of each spectrum sub-band. As described earlier, the V2I links are designed to support mobile high data rate entertainment services and hence an appropriate design objective is to maximize their sum capacity, defined as m C c m [m], for smooth mobile broadband access. In the meantime, the V2V links are mainly responsible for reliable dissemination of safety-critical messages that are generated periodically with varying frequencies depending on vehicle mobility for advanced driving services. We mathematically model such a requirement as the delivery rate of packets of size B within a time budget T as
where B denotes the size of the periodically generated V2V payload in bits, ∆ T is channel coherence time, and the index t is added in C d k [m, t] to indicate the capacity of the kth V2V link at different coherence time slots.
To this end, the resource allocation problem investigated in this work is formally stated as: To design the V2V spectrum allocation, expressed through binary variables ρ k [m] for all k ∈ K, m ∈ M, and the V2V transmission power, P d k [m] for all k ∈ K, m ∈ M, to simultaneously maximize the sum capacity of all V2I links m C c m [m] and the packet delivery rate of V2V links defined in (7) .
High mobility in a vehicular environment precludes collection of accurate full CSI at a central controller, hence making distributed V2V resource allocation more preferable. Then how to coordinate actions of multiple V2V links such that they do not act selfishly in their own interests to compromise performance of the system as a whole remains challenging. In addition, the packet delivery rate for V2V links, defined in (7), involves sequential decision making across multiple coherence time slots within the time constraint T and causes difficulties for conventional optimization methods due to exponential dimension increase. To address these issues, we will exploit latest findings from multi-agent RL to develop a distributed algorithm for V2V spectrum access in the next section.
III. MULTI-AGENT RL BASED RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In the resource sharing scenario illustrated in Fig. 1 , multiple V2V links attempt to access limited spectrum occupied by V2I links, which can be modeled as a multi-agent RL problem. Each V2V link acts as an agent and interacts with the unknown communication environment to gain experiences, which are then used to direct its own policy design. Multiple V2V agents collectively explore the environment and refine spectrum allocation and power control strategies based on their own observations of the environment state. While the resource sharing problem may appear a competitive game, we turn it into a fully cooperative one through using the same reward for all agents, in the interest of global network performance.
The proposed multi-agent RL based approach is divided into two phases, i.e., the learning (training) and the implementation phases. We focus on settings with centralized learning and distributed implementation. This means in the learning phase, the system performance-oriented reward is readily accessible to each individual V2V agent, which then adjusts its actions toward an optimal policy through updating its deep Q-network (DQN). In the implementation phase, each V2V agent receives local observations of the environment and then selects an action according to its trained DQN on a time scale on par with the small-scale channel fading. Key elements of the multiagent RL based resource sharing design are described below in detail.
A. State and Observation Space
In the multi-agent RL formulation of the resource sharing problem, each V2V link k acts as an agent, concurrently exploring the unknown environment [29] , [30] . Mathematically, the problem can be modeled as an MDP. As shown in Fig. 2 , at each coherence time step t, given the current environment state S t , each V2V agent k receives an observation Z [m], can be accurately estimated by the receiver of the kth V2V link at the beginning of each time slot t and we assume it is also available instantaneously at the transmitter through delay-free feedback [31] . The channel g k,B [m] is estimated at the BS in each time slot t and then broadcast to all vehicles in its coverage, which incurs small signaling overhead. The received interference power over all bands, I k [m], for all m ∈ M, expressed in (4), can be measured at the V2V receiver and is also introduced in the local observation. In addition, the local observation space includes the remaining V2V payload, B k , and the remaining time budget, T k , to better capture the queuing states of each V2V link. As a result, the observation function for an agent k is summarized as
Independent Q-learning [32] is among the most popular methods to solve multi-agent RL problems, where each agent learns a decentralized policy based on its own action and observation, treating other agents as part of the environment. However, naively combining DQN with independent Q-learning is problematic since each agent would face a nonstationary environment while other agents are also learning to adjust their behaviors. The issue grows even more severe with experience replay, which is the key to the success of DQN, in that sampled experiences no longer reflect current dynamics and thus destabilize learning. To address this issue, we adopt the fingerprint-based method developed in [30] . The idea is that while the action-value function of an agent is nonstationary with other agents changing their behaviors over time, it can be made stationary conditioned on other agents' policies. This means we can augment each agent's observation space with an estimate of other agents' policies to avoid nonstationarity, which is the essential idea of hyper Qlearning [33] . However, it is undesirable for the action-value function to include as input all parameters of other agents' neural networks, θ −i , since the policy of each agent consists of a high dimensional DQN. Instead, it is proposed in [30] to simply include a low-dimensional fingerprint that tracks the trajectory of the policy change of other agents. This method works since nonstationarity of the action-value function results from changes of other agents' policies over time, as opposed to the policies themselves. Further analysis reveals that each agent's policy change is highly correlated with the training iteration number e as well as its rate of exploration, e.g., the probability of random action selection, ǫ, in the ǫ-greedy policy widely used in Q-learning. Therefore, we include both of them in the observation for an agent k, expressed as
B. Action Space
The resource sharing design of vehicular links comes down to the spectrum sub-band selection and transmission power control for V2V links. While the spectrum naturally breaks into M disjoint sub-bands, each preoccupied by one V2I link, the V2V transmission power typically takes continuous value in most existing power control literature. In this paper, however, we limit the power control options to four levels, i.e., [23, 10, 5, −100] dBm, for the sake of both ease of learning and practical circuit restriction. It is noted that the choice of −100 dBm effectively means zero V2V transmission power. As a result, the dimension of the action space is 4 × M , with each action corresponding to one particular combination of a spectrum sub-band and power selection.
C. Reward Design
What makes RL particularly appealing for solving problems with hard-to-optimize objectives is the flexibility in its reward design. The system performance can be improved when the designed reward signal at each step correlates with the desired objective. In the investigated V2X spectrum sharing problem described in Section II, our objectives are twofold: Maximizing the sum V2I capacity while increasing the success probability of V2V payload delivery within a certain time constraint T .
In response to the first objective, we simply include the instantaneous sum capacity of all V2I links, m∈M C c m [m, t] as defined in (5), in the reward at each time step t. To achieve the second objective, for each agent k, we set the reward L k equal to the effective V2V transmission rate until the payload is delivered, after which the reward is set to a constant number, β, that is greater than the largest possible V2V transmission rate. As such, the V2V-related reward at each time step t is set as
otherwise.
The goal of learning is to find an optimal policy π * (a mapping from states in S to probabilities of selecting each action in A) that maximizes the expected return from any initial state s, where the return, denoted by G t , is defined as the cumulative discounted rewards with a discount rate γ, i.e.,
We observe that if setting the discount rate γ to 1, greater cumulative rewards translate to a larger amount of transmitted data for V2V links until the payload delivery is finished. Hence maximizing the expected cumulative rewards encourages more data to be delivered for V2V links when the remaining payload is still nonzero, i.e., B k ≥ 0. In addition, the learning process also attempts to achieve as many rewards of β as possible, effectively leading to higher possibility of successful delivery of V2V payload. In practice, β is a hyperparameter that needs to be tuned empirically. In our training, β is tuned such that it is greater than the largest V2V transmission rate that is obtained from running a few steps of random resource allocation, but should not be "too big" and ideally less than twice of the largest value from our tuning experience. The design of β represents our thinking about the tradeoff between designing the reward purely toward the ultimate goal and learning efficiency. For pure goal-directed consideration, we just set the rewards at each step to 0 until the V2V payload is delivered, beyond which point the reward is set to 1. However, our tuning experience suggests such a design will hinder the learning for each step t do 7: for each V2V agent k do 8:
Observe Z (k) t
9:
Choose action A Update channel small-scale fading 12: All agents take actions and receive reward R t+1
13:
for each V2V agent k do 14: Observe for each V2V agent k do 19: Uniformly sample mini-batches from D k 20:
Optimize error between Q-network and learning targets, defined in (14) , using variant of stochastic gradient descent 21: end for 22: end for process since the agent can hardly learn anything useful at the beginning of each episode as it always receives a reward of 0 for this period. We then impart some prior knowledge into the reward, i.e., higher V2V transmission rates should be helpful in improving V2V payload delivery rate. Hence, we come up with the reward design described in (10) to blend this two extremes of reward designs.
To this end, we set the reward at each time step t as
where λ c and λ d are positive weights to balance V2I and V2V objectives.
D. Learning Algorithm
We focus on an episodic setting with each episode spanning the V2V payload delivery time constraint T . Each episode starts with a randomly initialized environment state (determined by the initial transmission powers of all vehicular links, channel states, etc.) and a full V2V payload of size B for transmission, and lasts until the end of T . The change of smallscale channel fading triggers a transition of the environment state and causes each individual V2V agent to adjust its action.
1) Training Procedure: We leverage deep Q-learning with experience replay [7] to train the multiple V2V agents for effective learning of spectrum access policies. Q-Learning [34] is based on the concept of action-value function, q π (s, a), for policy π, which is defined as the expected return starting from the state s, taking the action a, and thereafter following the policy π, formally expressed as
where G t is defined in (11) . It is easy to determine the optimal policy once its action-value function, q * (s, a) , is obtained. It has been shown in [6] that with a variant of the stochastic approximation condition on the learning rate and the assumption that all state-action pairs continue to be updated, the learned action-value function in Q-learning converges with probability 1 to the optimal q * . In deep Q-learning [7] , a deep neural network parameterized by θ, called DQN, is used to represent the action-value function. Each V2V agent k has a dedicated DQN that takes as input the current observation Z (k) t and outputs the value functions corresponding to all actions. We train the Q-networks through running multiple episodes and, at each training step, all V2V agents explore the state-action space with some soft policies, e.g., ǫ-greedy, meaning that the action with maximal estimated value is chosen with probability 1−ǫ while a random action is instead selected with probability ǫ. Following the environment transition due to channel evolution and actions taken by all V2V agents, each agent k collects and stores the transition tuple, Z
t+1 , in a replay memory. At each episode, a mini-batch of experiences D are uniformly sampled from the memory for updating θ with variants of stochastic gradient-descent methods, hence the name experience replay, to minimize the sum-squared error:
where θ − is the parameter set of a target Q-network, which are duplicated from the training Q-network parameter set θ periodically and fixed for a couple of updates. Experience replay improves sample efficiency through repeatedly sampling stored experiences and breaks correlation in successive updates, thus also stabilizing learning. The training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
2) Distributed Implementation: During the implementation phase, at each time step t, each V2V agent k estimates local channels and compiles a local observation, Z (k) t , of the environment based on (9) with e and ǫ set to the values from the very last training step. Then it selects an action, A (k) t , with the maximum action value according to its trained Q-network. Afterwards, all V2V links start transmission with the power level and frequency spectrum sub-band determined by their selected actions.
Note that the computation intensive training procedure in Algorithm 1 can be performed offline for many episodes over different channel conditions and network topology changes while the inexpensive implementation procedure is executed online for network deployment. The trained DQNs for all agents only need to be updated when the environment characteristics have experienced significant changes, say, once a week or even a month, depending on environment dynamics and network performance requirements.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation results are presented to validate the proposed multi-agent RL based resource sharing scheme for vehicular networks. We custom built our simulator following the evaluation methodology for the urban case defined in Annex A of 3GPP TR 36.885 [3] , which describes in detail vehicle drop models, densities, speeds, direction of movement, vehicular channels, V2V data traffic, etc.. The M V2I links are started by M vehicles and the K V2V links are formed between each vehicle with its surrounding neighbors. Major simulation parameters are listed in Table I and the channel models for V2I and V2V links are described in Table II . Note that all parameters are set to the values specified in Tables I  and II by default, whereas the settings in each figure take precedence wherever applicable.
The DQN for each V2V agent consists of 3 fully connected hidden layers, whose numbers are 500, 250, and 120, respectively. The rectified linear unit (ReLU), f (x) = max(0, x), is used as the activation function and RMSProp optimizer [37] is used to update network parameters with a learning rate of 0.001. We train each agent's Q-network for a total of 3, 000 episodes and the exploration rate ǫ is linearly annealed from 1 to 0.02 over the beginning 2, 400 episodes and remains constant afterwards. It is noted that we fix the large-scale fading for a couple of training episodes and let the smallscale fading change over each step such that the learning algorithm can better acquire the underlying fading dynamics, thus helping stabilise training. In addition, we fix the V2V payload size B in the training stage to be of 2 × 1060 bytes, but vary the sizes in the testing stage to verify robustness of the proposed method. We compare in Figs. 3 and 4 the proposed multi-agent RL based resource sharing scheme, termed MARL, against the following two baseline methods that are executed in a distributed manner.
1) The single-agent RL based algorithm in [12] , termed SARL, where at each moment only one V2V agent updates its action, i.e., spectrum sub-band selection and power control, based on locally acquired information and a trained DQN while others agents' actions remain unchanged. A single DQN is shared across all V2V agents.
2) The random baseline, which chooses the spectrum subband and transmission power for each V2V link in a random fashion at each time step.
We further benchmark the proposed MARL method in Algorithm 1 against the theoretical performance upper bounds of the V2I and V2V links, derived from the following two idealistic (and extreme) schemes. 1) We disable the transmission of all V2V links to obtain the upper bound of V2I performance, hence the name upper bound without V2V. In this case, the packet delivery rates for all V2V links are exactly zero, thus not shown in Fig. 4 . 2) We exclusively focus on improving V2V performance while ignoring the requirement of V2I links. Such an assumption breaks the sequential decision making of delivering B bytes over multiple steps within the time constraint T into separate optimization of sum V2V rates over each step. Then, we exhaustively search the action space of all K V2V agents in each step to maximize sum V2V rates. Apart from the complexity due to exhaustive search, this scheme needs to be performed in a centralized way with accurate global CSI available, hence the name centralized maxV2V.
We remark that although these two schemes are way too idealistic and cannot be implemented in practice, they provide meaningful performance upper bounds for V2I and V2V links that illustrate how closely the proposed method can approach the limit. Fig. 3 shows the V2I performance with respect to increasing V2V payload sizes B for different resource sharing designs. From the figure, the performance drops for all schemes (except the upper bound) with growing V2V payload sizes. An increase of V2V payload leads to longer V2V transmission duration and possibly higher V2V transmit power in order to improve V2V payload transmission success probability. This will inevitably cause stronger interference to V2I links for a longer period and thus jeopardize their capacity performance. We observe that the proposed MARL method in Algorithm 1 achieves better performance than the other two baseline schemes across different V2V payload sizes although it is trained with a fixed size of 2 × 1060 bytes, demonstrating its robustness against V2V payload variation. It performs measurably close to the V2I performance upper bound, within 14% degradation even in the worst case of 6 × 1060 bytes of payload. We also note that the centralized maxV2V scheme attains remarkable performance in terms of V2I performance. This could be due to the packet delivery rates of V2V links have been substantially enhanced with centralized maxV2V and the V2V links incur no interference to V2I links once their payload delivery has finished. This is an interesting observation that warrants further investigation into the performance tradeoff between V2I and V2V links. That said, the proposed distributed MARL method tightly follows the idealistic centralized maxV2V scheme, further demonstrating its effectiveness. Fig. 4 shows the success probability of V2V payload delivery against growing payload sizes B under different spectrum sharing schemes. From the figure, as the V2V payload size grows larger, the transmission success probabilities drop for all three distributed algorithms, including the proposed MARL, while the centralized maxV2V can achieve 100% packet delivery throughout the tested cases. The proposed MARL method achieves significantly better performance than the two baseline distributed methods and stays very close to the centralized maxV2V scheme. Remarkably, the proposed method attains 100% V2V payload delivery probability for B = 1060 and B = 2 × 1060 bytes and achieves close to perfect performance for B = 3 × 1060 and B = 4 × 1060 bytes.
We also observe from Fig. 4 that the proposed MARL method achieves highly desirable V2V performance for the low payload cases and suffers from noticeable degradation when the payload size grows beyond 4 × 1060 bytes. In conjunction with the observations from Fig. 3 , we conclude that the robustness of the proposed multi-agent RL based method against V2V payload variation should be taken with a grain of salt: Within a reasonable region of payload size change, the trained DQN is good, which, however, needs to be updated if the change grows beyond the acceptable margin. However, the exact range of such acceptable margin is difficult to be determined in general, which would depend on the actual system parameter settings. For the current setting, we can conclude that no noticeable performance loss is spotted when the packet size is no greater than 4×1060 bytes and to maintain a V2V delivery rate above 95%, the packet size needs to be no larger than 5 × 1060 bytes. Again, such observations are based on the particular setting for the simulation and extra caution is needed when generalizing them. That said, we can still validate the advantage of the proposed spectrum access design since it outperforms the other two distributed baselines even in the untrained scenarios. We show in Fig. 5 the cumulative rewards per training episode with increasing training iterations to study the convergence behavior of the proposed multi-agent RL method. From the figure, the cumulative rewards per episode improve as training continues, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed training algorithm. When the training episode approximately reaches 2, 000, the performance gradually converges despite some fluctuations due to mobility-induced channel fading in vehicular environments. Based on such an observation, we train each agent's Q-network for 3, 000 episodes when evaluating the performance of V2I and V2V links in Figs. 3  and 4 , which should provide a safe convergence guarantee.
To understand why the proposed multi-agent RL based method achieves better performance compared with the random baseline, we select an episode in which the proposed method enables all V2V links to successfully deliver the payload of 2, 120 bytes while the random baseline fails. We plot in Fig. 6 the change of the remaining V2V payload within the time constraint, i.e., T = 100 ms, for all V2V links. From Fig. 6(a) , the V2V Link 4 finishes payload delivery early in the episode while the other three links end transmission roughly at the same time for the proposed multi-agent RL based method. For the random baseline, Fig. 6(b) shows that V2V Links 1 and 4 successfully deliver all payload early in the episode. V2V Link 3 also finishes payload transmission albeit much later in the episode while V2V Link 2 fails to deliver the required payload.
In Fig. 7 , we further show the instantaneous rates of all V2V links under the two different resource allocation schemes at each step in the same episode as Fig. 6 . Several valuable observations can be made from comparing Figs. 7(a) and (b) that demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in encouraging cooperation among multiple V2V agents. From Fig. 7(a) , with the proposed method, V2V Link 4 gets very high transmission rates at the beginning to finish transmission early such that the good channel condition of this link is fully exploited and no interference will be generated toward other links at later stages of the episode. V2V Link 1 keeps low transmission rates at first such that the vulnerable V2V Links 2 and 3 can get relatively good transmission rates to deliver payload, and then jumps to high data rates to deliver its own data when Links 2 and 3 almost finish transmission. Moreover, a closer examination of the rates of Links 2 and 3 reveals that the two links figure out a clever strategy to take turns to transmit such that both of their payloads can be delivered quickly. To summarize, the proposed multiagent RL based method learns to leverage good channels of some V2V links and meanwhile provides protection for those with bad channel conditions. The success probability of V2V payload transmission is thus significantly improved. In contrast, 7(b) shows that the random baseline method fails to provide such protection for vulnerable V2V links, leading to high probability of failed payload delivery for them.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have developed a distributed resource sharing scheme based on multi-agent RL for vehicular networks with multiple V2V links reusing the spectrum of V2I links. A fingerprint-based method has been exploited to address nonstationary issues of independent Q-learning for multi-agent RL problems when combined with DQN with experience replay. The proposed multi-agent RL based method is divided into a centralized training stage and a distributed implementation stage. We demonstrate that through such a mechanism, the proposed resource sharing scheme is effective in encouraging cooperation among V2V links to improve system level performance although decision making is performed locally at each V2V transmitter. Future work will include an in-depth analysis and comparison of the robustness of both single-agent and multi-agent RL based algorithms to gain better understanding on when the trained Q-networks need to be updated and how to efficiently perform such updates. Extension of the proposed multi-agent RL based resource allocation method to the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and the millimeter MIMO scenarios for vehicular communications is also an interesting direction worth further investigation.
